Do children with developmental disabilities and mental health conditions have greater difficulty using health services than children with physical disorders?
The objective of this study is to determine whether achievement of the Maternal and Child Health Bureau core outcome ease of use of health services differs between children with developmental disabilities, mental health conditions and physical disorders. We analyzed data from the 2005 National Survey of Children with Special Health Care Needs. Children with special health care needs were classified into 4 health condition groups: developmental disabilities (DD), mental health conditions (MH), physical disorders (PD) and multiple conditions. The outcome measure was 'difficulty using services'. We conducted bivariate and multivariate analyses to determine the associations between the health condition groups and the outcome. Of the CSHCN included in the study, 2.6% had DD, 12.9% had MH, 49.9% had PD and 34.6% belonged to multiple conditions group. Four percent of CSHCN with PD, 17% of those with DD, 13% of those with MH and 20% of those in the multiple conditions group had difficulty using services. In multivariate analyses, CSHCN with DD had 2.3 times and MH conditions had 2.6 times the odds of having difficulty using services compared to those with PD. Existing programs for CSHCN should be evaluated for the adequacy of services provided to children with DD and MH. Future studies should evaluate how developmental disabilities and mental health policies affect navigating the health care system for this population.